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Answer: D

QUESTION: 65
A customerruns eight-day-long disaster recovery tests at a remote data center using disk and
a CEC with minimal processing capacity. Which of the following is the most cost-effective
method to provide enough processing capacity for testing purposes?

A. Capacity for Planned Events (CPE)
B. On/Off Capacity on Demand (OOCoD)
C. Customer Initiated Upgrade (CIU)
D. Capacity Backup (CBU)

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www304.ibm.com/services/weblectures/dlv/partnerworld/online/ltu28080/capacity%20on%20de
mand.ppt(Slide 3)

QUESTION: 66
A financial company wants to improve their real-time fraud detection for ATM cash
withdrawals. Theyare implementing mathematical based models to determine the fraudulent
probability of every transaction. Which z13 feature should be discussed with the customer?

A. Forward Error Correction (FEC)
B. Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
C. Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT)
D. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

Answer: B
Reference:
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpapers/pdfs/redp5145.pdf(page4)

QUESTION: 67
A prospective new z Systems customer is interested in anentry-levelsystem with the lowest
cost application development environment. There should be options for multiple capacity
settings and a small mix of specialty engines. They also have small I/O attachment
requirements and very low growth requirements. Which z Systems capacity setting would

be the lowest capacity starting point for the customer discussion?

A. zBC12 A01
B. z13 401
C. z13 701
D. zBC12 M01

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDoc.wss?docURL=/common/ssi/rep_ca/1/897/ENUS113121/index.html&request_locale=en

QUESTION: 68
Which capability of z Systems allows it to deliver ‘extreme’ virtualization?

A. z Systems processors are more powerful than other processors.
B. z/VM supports thousands of virtual servers.
C. z Systems have many processors in a single server.
D. The hypervisor on z Systems is built into the hardware.

Answer: B
Explanation:
Consolidate and deploy thousands of virtual servers on one mainframe for extreme
horizontal scalability, savings potential and resource sharing. z/VM is designed for real time
provisioning of virtual servers for diverse workloads in a protected, isolated environment.

QUESTION: 69
Which of the following is a fundamental characteristic of High Availability?

A. Remote copies of data
B. Defined Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
C. Routine database backups.
D. Elimination of single points of failure.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 70

A customer has identified their workload requirements for a replacement z Systems
processor. The sizing has been completed. The CIO is considering a three-year plan for this
upgrade. The CIO is asking the sales specialist for advice. Which of the following
capabilities allow customers to better manage their workload requirements, considering cost
and growth?

A. IBM SmartCloud and CloudBurst
B. SpecialtyEngines and Linux
C. Granularity and Capacity on Demand
D. Plan Ahead Capacity and CBU

Answer: C

QUESTION: 71
What is the key z Systems feature for a customer whose main data source is on DB2 for
z/OS that sets it apart for real-time operational analytics against that data?

A. Simplified management through reduced complexity
B. The ability to manage multiple workload types simultaneously
C. z Systems virtualization capabilities
D. Low latency access to key business data

Answer: A

QUESTION: 72
Which of the following environments could be supported by zBC12 Model H06?

A. CF with six ICFs
B. One CP with four zIIPs
C. Six CPs with two redundant spare processors
D. Linux on z Systems LPAR with 256 GB memory

Answer: A

QUESTION: 73
Which initial step helps an IBM seller quickly create a business case for a z Systems Cloud
solution?

A. Present the proposed Cloud solution to the Chief Security Officer

B. Request funding for a Scorpion study
C. Survey key application owners
D. Conduct a RACEv analysis

Answer: D

QUESTION: 74
Focusing on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which product utilizes multiple platforms to
provision Cloud solutions that span multiple architectures, including z Systems?

A. SmartCloud Foundation
B. CloudBurst
C. SmartCloud Provisioning
D. CloudSpace

Answer: A
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